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AI·ERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT
steven A. Samson, Instructor
Description:
The class will survey the outstanding political ideas
and movements that have contributed to the development of our
distinctive political culture. The readings Hill include
selections from the ~Titings of major opinion leaders and
representatives of major intellectual trends. Students
will be encouraged to familiarize themselves with one or
more contemporary interpretations of these ideas and movements.
Each class will be introduced by a brief lecture
which will analyze the sectional, economic, and cultural
forces that have shaped American history" Lec ture s i-Jill be
followed by discussion of the assigned readings and, later
in the term, by presentation and discussion of student papers ..
Evaluation:
The grade will be determined by the student's performance
on the four quizzes, the paper, and class discussions" The
quizzes will be composed of objective and essay questions.
The term paper l'17ill take the place of a final exam". Each .
quiz viill be 1-Jorth 20 points" The one 1rlith the lowest score
will be thrown out" The term paper and the evaluation of
clas s perforrrHnce will be v,lOlth 40 points 0
Class !VIaterials:
Required:

Alpheus Thomas Mason, Free Government in the Making,
3rd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964).
Glenn Tinder, Political Thinking: The Perennial
Questions, 3rd ed. (Boston: Little, Bro1-ID and
Company, 1979) ..

Optional:

Clarence B. Carson, The American Tradition (Irvingtonon-Hudson, N. Y::-Foundation for Economic
Education, 1964).
Conservative, laissez-faireo
Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America: An
Interpretation of American Political Thought Since
the Revolution TNew York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1955~Liberal, humanist o
H.. Nark Roelofs, Ideology and Myth in American Politics:
A Critique of a National Political piind (noston:
Little, Brol-ID and Company, 1976). Radical.
C. Gregg Singer, A Theological Interpretation of
American History (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and
Reformed, 1964). Calvinist.
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Foundations: A Brief Overview
A.
B.
C.
D.
E..

II.

The Colonial Experience
A.
B.

III.

Federalists and vJhigs
Democrats
Reformers and Radicals

Industrial America
A..
B.
Co
De
E..
F.

VI..

Confederation
Philadelphia Convention
Ratification Debates
Bill of Rights

Birth of a Nation
A..
B..
C.

V.

Puritan Polity
Ideological Origins of the Revolution

Sources of the Constitution
A.
Be
C.
De

IV.

Classical Roots
JUdeo-Christian Roots
Renaissance Humanism
Protestant Reformation
British ConstitutionalIsm

Civil vJar
Rise of Big Business
Populism
Progressivism
Nativism
Social Service state

Contemporary Political Thought

American Political Thought:

(uizzes 1 and 2

1.

THO early controversies that generated heated debate may
be summed up in two slogans: tiNa tAxation 1>lithout represenation!t and nNo representation without taxation. It Each
debate concel'ned the proper role of civil government with
respect to property. Discuss the views and arguments of
any three of the following: Ireton, Rainboro" Locke,
Franklin" and Otis.

2.

Alexander Hamilton proposed a central Government vested
l1ith broad discretionary or prerOGative p01oJers. John
Harsha.ll later asserted the power of judicial review in
support of a positive construction of national powers.
Anti-Federalists, such as Robert Yates, feared the
consequences of such general grants of .power by the
Constitution" especially to the judiCiary. Identify and
discuss some of the issues raised by the need for a
central government "confident of its powers, 1, on the
one hand, and the fear of a "tyranny of the majority,"
on the other.

American Political Thought:

3.

Quizzes 3

4

Jacksonian democracy, '-'Thich favored laissez faire and a
broadened franchise for the propertyless majority, was succeeded
a generation later by a post-Civil Wa~ reassert ion of the power
Df private ~realth.. Our political writers almost universally
censured the emerging plutocracy of the so--called nRobber
Barons. H Social Darwinists!J like ldilliam Graham Sunner!J
appealed to laissez faire.. 11a.ny radicals !I like Walter
Rauschenbusch and Eugene Debs, called for socialism. Some,
like Louis Brandeis, advocated legal changes and state inter- __
vention. Others, like iATUltam Demarest; Lloyd, warned of the
collaboration between bigibuS\iness and government.
Identify and discuss some particular dangers these ~~iters
found in the concentration of private power and the remedies
they P!'oposed. You might compare these arguments withsoma;~ ot:
the'_earl,ier debates concerning taxation,
suffrage, and"
discretionary power.

40

nIn our modern state, and in the United states more than any\-There else, the social structure is based on contract, and
status is of the least importance •••• In a state based on
contract sentiment is out of place in any public or common
affairs •••• The sentimentalists among us always seize upon
the survivals of the old order. They v-mnt us to save and restore
them. Much of the loose thinking also which troubles us in
our social discussions arise from the" fact that men do not
distinguish the elements of status and of contract which may
be found in our society .. n 1dilliam Graham Sunmer, po 585
"Sir Henry :r-raine says mankind moves from status to contract;
from society ruled by inherited customs to one ruled by agreement, varied according to circumstances. Present experience
suggests the addition that the movement, like all in nature,
is pendulolW, and that mankind moves progressively from status
to contract, and from this stage of contract to another status .. tt
v,lllliam Demarest Lloyd, p. 630.
Illustrate from the readings some of the changes in custom
or status that came about through application of the social
compact and consent theories. Do you recognize an interplay
beti-.reen status and contract relationships in the extension of
suffrage, the promotion of bounties and monopolies, the
loosening of laws governing patrimony, and so forth? Can
you detect--perhaps predict--a trend in the development of
our uliberal tradition?" Pay particular attention to trends
in our legal history and legal theory.
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